SUMMER ASSIGNMENTS
IBHL2 Español III Honors / IBSL1 2018-2019

If at all possible, start a folder on Google Drive and share it with me at peggy.hardwig@knoxschools.org. Turn in your work there.

1. Reading:
   a. Choose THREE articles of at least 300 words each.
   b. After reading each, write a 100-word summary IN SPANISH about the article. Include the article information so I can find it online also.
   c. Good sources: bbc Mundo.com; nosabesnada.com; ngenespanol.com; cnnespanol.cnn.com, etc.
   d. Your articles should be almost entirely unique from those chosen by the rest of the class.

2. Speaking:
   a. Leave me TWO voice messages of at least 90 seconds telling me about yourself IN SPANISH. Make sure you say your name on each.
   b. In the first one, tell me about yourself.
   c. In the second one, tell me why you’re taking Spanish HL2.
   d. My Google Voice number is (865) 309-5143. I won’t answer!

3. Listening:
   a. Choose a movie or TV show of 60-90 minutes IN SPANISH.
   b. After watching, write a ~150 word summary IN SPANISH of the plot and the characters so that I understand.

4. Vocabulary:
   a. Join Quizlet: https://quizlet.com/join/vQAYmgVde
   b. Study the three sets you find there.
   c. We will quiz on this in August!